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The use of silicon (Si) isotopes as a proxy of Si cycle has been recently successfully
applied in various continental environments. It concerned for example Si uptake by
plants (Opfergelt et al. 2006), budgets of weathered Si (Georg et al. 2007) or storage
of Si through precipitation of stable SiO2 phases (Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005).

Fractionation of Si isotopes in surface environments is mainly controlled by kinetic
fractionation often combined with Rayleigh distillation processes. In the particular
case of closed systems, this combination may theoretically lead to large ranges of
isotopic compositions in a single system. Such a large range was clearly reported in
biogenic SiO2 precipitates of rice plants (Ding et al. 2005). In weathering systems of
ultramafic rocks, we have performed analyses (SIMS Cameca 1270) on quartz precip-
itated in geodes (New Caledonia). One geode showed a unexpected centripetalδ30Si
gradient varying from –5.8%¸ (+/- 0.34%¸ 2σ) up to –1.9%¸ which can be confidently
interpreted as a Rayleigh distillation process.

However, most of the systems leading to SiO2 polymorph precipitation are not closed
systems and SiO2 polymorphs thus mainly record the kinetic fractionation. For quartz,
this fractionation was estimated to be 1.5%¸ more negative relative to the initial



dissolved Si (Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005). Simultaneously, it was found that quartz
(formed in a particular location in South of France during upper Cretaceous) repre-
sented an isotopic pool of strongly “negative” Si (depleted in30Si). We extended the
Si isotopes measurements to the global scale by analysing silicifications from New
Caledonia, Madagascar, Greece, United-Kingdom, Botswana and South-Africa. These
new results confirmed that surface SiO2 polymorphs represent a very negative pool of
Si in the continental environments.
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